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Seeking financial freedom from crippling debts?


We can wipe out your problematic debts and loans at a mere 25% ** swap payment
of the total amount of the debt!



This is not a loan to you! It is a complete 'wipe out', a swap of 100% of the outstanding
debt balance for only 25% ** of that balance from you!



We are not kidding. No tricks, no gimmicks here but ingenuity coupled with good
old fashioned service and honesty to help the multitude of people who have awful
suffocating “albatross” loans or debts that they would like to have wiped out for only
25% ** of the debt value !

How it works in 2 easy steps
Let’s say an individual or business has a loan/debt of $250,000
STEP 1 - The individual or business pays us an initial amount (initial 25% ** swap payment) of
$250,000 x 25% = $62,500
STEP 2 - After receiving the 25% ** swap payment, we will immediately proceed to pay out
the total amount of the loan of $250,000 and the debt will be settled at law!
Again we repeat that this is not a loan to you! It is a complete 'wipe out', a swap of 100% of
the outstanding debt balance for only 25% ** of that balance from you. It is paid by means of
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) and completed generally within 48 hours of the receipt of your
25% swap payment.
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What debts can i pay off?
Examples of debts we pay off are :







Personal loans
Home loans
Business / Corporate loans
Credit card loans
Taxation debts
HECS debts and much more!

How do i begin this process
of eliminating all my debts?
All the debtor has to do is simply email his debt
details to us or if the debtor prefers to call us
and we will immediately proceed to action. It
really is that simple!

So what are you waiting for?

Become a debt discoverer today!
Being a debt discoverer is fun and very profitable! All you
have to do is talk to people and ask them who they know
and want to be free of difficult and annoying debts. You
are gifted 2% of the outstanding debt upon receipt of the
referred debtor’s initial 25% ** swap payment!
Your gift payment is promptly transferred into your provided bank account.
Examples :
Step 1 - Refer an individual to us that has a personal loan of $20,000
Step 2 - The individual pays us 25% ** (swap payment) of their existing loan
$20,000 x 25% = $5,000
Step 3 - Upon receipt of the 25% swap payment, you (Debtor discoverer) receives a
gift of $20,000 x 2% = $400
The debt discoverer in the above example makes the easiest $400 of their life by simply
referring a debtor to us!
25% *** deposit for swap payment applicable only when deposit money is paid up front. Otherwise,
for an arranged payment agreement for a later date, the fee is 35% of the swap payment
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